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tered elites of Europe. Premo does acknowledge

sued their social superiors, “litigants’ practices
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Reforms who argue that colonial subjects actively

nature of this process, the author reconstructs a
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goes further through close readings of civil cases
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al rise in civil suits, certain litigants in New Spain
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“initiative” and drive, created an archive. This fo‐
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this work.
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The Enlightenment on Trial compares civil

work for understanding legal Enlightenment
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community-based justice” (p. 116).

readers to envision a lawsuit as a series of lived
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moments, rather than a final product, has the ef‐
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cast themselves as individuals with natural rights
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changing conceptions of justice and law in the
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ward characteristic Bourbon regalism. Native

that stood between them, including caciques, mas‐

communities and their leaders are the subject of

ters, and husbands” (p. 226). This process meant

the following chapter, which claims that “indige‐

that the courts allowed people to seek relief with‐

nous people’s contests over the law simultaneous‐

out resorting to violent rebellion. These litigants

ly shaped native tradition and legal modernity”
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(p. 159). Indians who were not nobles by

justice, but they were the ones who wanted a for‐

birthright put forward the idea that their status

mal, legal solution to what they saw as a problem.

was earned through merit, as they sought greater

For any readers who do not accept the Iberian

participation in local politics. Caciques and princi‐

world as a viable source of Western modernity,

pales, Indian nobles, pushed back against these

Premo’s conclusion presents a worthy challenge.

arguments by claiming that their customs sup‐

Each of the categories Premo analyzes had a

ported justice and harmony over litigation and

specific meaning in the colonial world, which will

law.

explain the presence or absence of various
Finally, Premo adds to a rich body of scholar‐

groups. Historians have established the growth

ship on slavery and freedom in Latin America

and influence of large populations of castas in

considered from the perspectives of enslaved peo‐

parts of late colonial Spanish America, but such

ple. Historians will recognize engagement with a

people figure only occasionally in this work. One

broader historiography of enslaved people’s use

intriguing case appears on p. 175 and treats ques‐

of legal spaces in the Andes and New Spain. Pre‐

tions of caste labels like chino and zambaigo in lo‐

mo’s contribution centers on the conception of

cal Indian councils. Premo’s work invites addi‐

freedom, often taken as a given in Enlightenment

tional research questions regarding the extent of

thought. Premo draws the conclusion that “slaves

the impact of free people of color, like mestizos or

themselves were instrumental in plotting out the

mulatos, on legal culture and the Enlightenment.

liberation teleology that so dominates Western

This work will interest scholars and students

thought” (p. 192). In this chapter, enslaved people

of history, law, gender, and race. By historicizing

“forged a civil subjectivity as litigants” (p. 191),

social theories, jurisprudence, and theories of the

which contrasts with previous studies of criminal,

Enlightenment to the present moment, Premo

inquisitional, and ecclesiastical courts of the sev‐

asks provocative questions that will challenge his‐

enteenth century. Enslaved people sued at rates

torians to rethink modernity and law. At the

far greater than other litigants and using novel

crossroads of multiple disciplines, geographies,

ideas about freedom as a destination, rather than

and historiographies, Premo makes a crucial con‐

an inherent condition, of humanity. Premo’s

tribution to our understanding of who had a hand

analyses of the term “freedom” in this chapter ask

in making the legal Enlightenment.

what enslaved people said about freedom as an
idea specific to the eighteenth century, how they
and their legal representatives conceived of the
possibility of becoming free.
According to this work, the actions of these
ordinary

colonial

subjects

did

not

diverge

markedly from the goals of Bourbon centralizing
policies. Over time, smaller legal actions and deci‐
sions “by subject and sovereign cumulatively cur‐
tailed the authority of the political intermediaries
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